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ABSTRACT: In urban area, it is obviously important to simulate the tunneling effect on adjacent
undergrotmd works. A 3D FEM influence simulation of pipe jacking on an existing adjacent pipe is presented
in this paper. Two closer spacing concrete tubes were installed by pipe jacking method. The net spacing is
only l.28m. Owing to the complicated condition, three-dimension effect and various construction factors, the
behaviors of soil _and tube structure were simulated as elastic ones. The influences of several main possible
factors during pipe jacking on adjacent tube were investigated, for instance, bulkhead pressure, over-cutting,
groutingl and poor steering workmanship. The calculation and discussion give some quantitative analysis,
which will be helpful to the design and construction.

jacking method, in which 250m length is straight
with a grade l%0 and the other is curve. Due to the

1 INTRODUCTION

It is known that the new century is defined as
urbanization and enviromnent. Increasing
imderground works will be constructed. However,
the congested underground space makes excavation
and ttumeling unconventionally difiicult. It is
obviously important to simulate the tunneling effect
on adjacent underground works. The -researches or
similar studies on mechanical effects of pipe-jacking,
ground and surface l_ settlement, additional stresses
and deformation are focused. For instance,
Peck(1969), Ghaboussi & Ranken (1977), Lee &
Rowe (1982), Soliman et.al. (1993), Nakai
et.al.(l997), Yamaguchi et.al.(l998), Zhang &
Huang(l999), Bai & Liu (2000), Huang et.al.(200l).
All- these researches were implemented based on
single effect factor, experience formulas, or in-situ
monitoring. Whereas the construction of pipe
jacking is a complicated disturbing process to
adjacent soil and structure. To analyze the influences
of pipe jacking on adjacent existing tube is very
curious and important. I

2 TI-IE PROJECT INTRODUCTION

The project is sewage drainage engineering crossing
under the Huang Pu River in Shanghai in 1998. Two
parallel closer spacing concrete tubes with 2.2m
diameter and 765m length would be laid by pipe

limited space, these two tubes share one launching
shaft with l0.2m diameter and 33.7m depth, so that
the net spacing between two tubes is only l.28m,
0.48 time of the tube diameter. Each tube segment
has 3m length and 240mm thickness. Its concrete
grade is C50. The longitudinal steel bar are
24®l0@15 with screw, and transversal ones are
l6®l2@63 inside and 12®l2@83 outside without
screw. The concrete protective thickness is 40mm.

According to the geological report, the tunnel will
cross several strata successively as following: grass
yellow sandy silt, grass yellow silty clay, dark green
clay, gray clay and gray sand soil interbedded strata,
gray silty clay and gray muck silt clay. l

The coordinate schematic diagram of two tubes is
shown in Figure 1. The No.1 tunnel was constructed
firstly, and then the No.2 tunnel would be finished.
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Figure 1. Coordinate illustration of two tubes

The earth pressure balance shield machine was
used with 2.68m outer diameter and 3m length. The



main jacking force is 12000kN. There are five relay
stations along the whole tube. Bentonite liquid is
injected into the void between tube and soil.

3 CALCULATION MODEL AND
PARAMETERS

Some assumptions will be given out as follows:
1) No.2 tube-thrusts parallel with No.1 tube.
2) Soil mass is semi-infinite body' with stratified

distribution, and each' stratum is homogeneous linear
elastic solid.

3) Deformation, and stress caused by soil have
accomplished before excavation; and are not
considered in the calculation.

-4) Shield body and concrete segment are linear
elastic body and have continuous deformation with
soil mass.

5) Segment joints can not -undertake bendingmoment '
The transversal mesh section and local 3D FE

meshes are shown in Figure. 2 and 3 respectively.
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Figure 2.`Transversal mesh sectionX̀
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Figure 3. Local longitudinal mesh section

For analyzing the influence law of pipe jacking,
not for the detail data, elastic module of soil and
structure is supposed. A great commercial and

famous FEM program, ALGOR FEAS, is emp10y¢d
in this research. It has a strong function in simulating
3D interaction of structure. Here soil mass ig
simulated by 3D eight-node isoparametric element
Lining of tube is simulated by thin-plate element.

The length of segment joint is 30mm_ For
simulating joint as thin-plate, thickness of joint is
selected as 2.4mm which is 1/100 of segment
thickness. Elastic modulus of joint is supposed as
1/10 of bending strength of segment. Thus the
stifmess of joint is only 1/1000 of segment stifn1esg_

The shied head is considered as the same
thickness steel plate as segment, and simulated by
thin-plate element. The mechanics effect of four
steering jacks between the iiont and the rear of
jacking body include two parts: the relative
elongation is simulated by a couple of force with
opposite direction and uniform magnitude; and
relative withdrawal is simulated by the trussed
element.

Simulation of different steps will use different
element type and number. The total elements are
10416 while simulating the front pushing force and
ground loss. One trussed element and 528 plate
elements are added while simulating poor steering
workmanship.

The influenced ground has six soil layers. The
parameters are shown in Table 1. The ground water
table is 0.5m. The structural parameters are depicted
in Table 2.

Table 1. Parameters of grormd soil. Unit Elastic _ ,
Soil name Thlckn weight modulus Polsion

. ess (m) (kN/ma). (Mpa) s ratioLandfill 0.6
Gray silty clay 2.7 17.8 3.2 0.27
Gray muck silt clay 11.3 17.3 2.6 0.35
Gray clay and sand 10.2 18.2 6.6 0.28
Dark green clay 3.5 19.55 7.7 0.22
Grass yellow sandy 31 5 18 73 10 9 0 3silt ""
Table 2. Parameters of structure .Elastic _ , . _
Structure modulus fxiion S ginlgclmess Sfecfggz)(10 Mpa) '
Segment 3.5 0.2 0.24
Eid 20 0.3 0.24
Joint 0.35 0.2 _0.0024Jack 20 0.3 g 0.01
4 CALCULATION ANALYSIS

4.1 Influence of bulkhead pressure

The bulkhead pressure of shield tool of No.2 tube is
100kPa (here is positive), radial additional moment



of adjacent tube (No.1) is shown in Figure 4 with
two typical sectionsof x=3rn and x=-3m.

Additional moment . of adjacent front tube
increase rapidly at the front of working face, and
arrivesthe -max value in the section of x=L. (L is
the length of shield body), subsequently reduces
gradually. ltseffective influence area is about nom
2L to 3L. At the rear of working face, the
distribution laws of additional moment caused by
soil unloading is similar with the distribution laws
of the front, but the value is opposite-and smaller.
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Figure 4. Radial moment chart of adjacent tube caused by
bulkhead pressure (kN-rn/m)

Figure 4 shows that the maximum moments
(absolute value) of two sections occtu° in the side
nearby No.2 tube with l.469kN-m/m and 0.513kN
m/m.respectively. The minimum moments (absolute
value) occur in another side with l.029kN-m/m and
O.386kN-m/m. In addition, the absolute moment
value in the section of x=3 is about three times more
than the section of x=-3. The conclusion can be
arrived that the influence of positive bulkhead
pressure on the lrontzsoil is loading and on the read
soil is unloading, loading action is about three times
of unloading action.

The bulkhead pressure may be negative value, i.e.
the working face will unload. Owing to the elastic
analysis, the influence law is the sarne as positive
bulkhead pressure with the same magnitude value
and opposite direction.

4.2 Influence of over-cutting and grouting

Over-cutting and grouting is indivisible. The void
caused by over-cutting between tube and the soil
makes it possible to inject the grout and also
contribute to form the slimy coat uniformly arormd
the tube. In -return, grouting is able to fill the void, so
as to reduce the effect on surroundings and adjacent
construction.

On some special conditions, there may be ground
loss because the grouting can not compensate for the
loss in time. For example: a) The grout is not
injected in time before the void closes, so lead to the

real ground loss. b) Due to the poor ground
condition, the grout losses rapidly. c) Construction is
stopped over a long period of time, and there isn’t'
any follow-up grouting.

Over-cutting includes several parts as follows:
excess digging of working face, the void formed by
over cutter along the annulus of shield head, the
difference of shield body and _the follow-up
segments, soil excess digging caused by poor
steering workmanship and soil scraping influence
caused by friction resistance acting on surrounding
soil. Lee and Rowe(l982) proposed the parameter
GAP to reflect the three-dimensional effect about
grotmd loss. In the finite element analysis, boundary
elements are adopted to simulating ground loss.
Parallel move is defined by boundary element to
simulate the ground movement. Radial moment of
four typical sections caused by ground loss is' shown
in Figure 5. The left tube is No.1 tube, i.e. the
existing tube, while the right is No.2 tube.

Over-cutting of ‘No.2 tube will lead the movement
of No.1 tube towards the direction of No.2 tube.
Thus lateral pressure coefficient decrease and
additional moment will occur. Figure 5 shows that
the additional moment of adjacent tube reduces with
the increasing of x distance. The influence area is
about lD(diarneter of shield) before the working
face and the additional moment over this distance

can be ignored. However behind the working face,
the additional moment increase gradually. It reaches
the maximrun value at the section of 1D behind the

working face. After ID, the additional moment will
keep a constant value.
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Figure 5. Radial moment chart of adjacent tube caused by
grotmd losses (kN-m/m)



The additional moment of No.1 tube reaches
maximiun positive value at its left side, and reaches
maximiun negative value at the tube bottom. At the
section of x =3, the lateral maximtun positive value
is 83.3kN-m/m, and the maximum negative moment
of the bottom is -68.lkN-m/mg Both of their
absolute values exceed 52.7kN-m/m (the allowable
maximum value of tube structure given by the
design department). Therefore, on the nomial
condition, it can be concluded that the adjacent tube
will occur obvious additional moment if without
grouting to fill the void caused by the over-cutting.

The calculation results caused by over-cutting
above do not consider the effect grouting. In general,
according to Shanghai experience, when grouting is
considered, the GAP will be smaller than 5 cm and
the additional moment of adjacent tube will decrease.
Until the grouting is equal to the over-cutting, they
are in a state of balance, the grouting pressure is
equal to the earth pressure at the rest of the ground.
Thus there is no effect on the environment and the
adjacent tube. However, the relation between
grouting magnitude and over-cutting value is only a
dynamic relation, the balance is only transient and
local, thercontrol- of grouting magnitude can only be
achieved in a certain range of balance state. When
the grouting magnitude is larger than the void caused
by over-cutting, the grouting pressure must be larger
than the earth pressure at rest. In this moment, the
surrounding soil will be pressed, and the lateral
pressure coefficient of adjacent tube and the moment
will increase. In this way, the GAP value will be
negative. The simulation means that is same as over
cutting will be employed. It is able to conclude that
the additional moment distribution law of adjacent
tube is similar to that of ones caused by over-cutting,
but their values are negative and the absolute value
is direct proportion-to the GAP.

4.3 Influence of poor steering workmanshqn

The shield body is composed of the front part and
the rear part. The machine head steering control is
implemented by adjusting the length of four jacks
installed between these two parts. According to the
theory of active force and opposite force, while jacks
in one side stretch, there will be a forward thrust
force acting on the front part and also be a backward
thrust force to the rear part. This couple of force
have uniform magnitude and opposite direction. So
the mechanical influence caused by jack stretching
should be simulated by a couple force that have
uniform magnitude and opposite direction. The
connection action of the jacks to the front part and
the rear part is simulated by the trussed elements.

Here given the machine head rectifies towards the
direction of No.1 tube, and the rectification value is
assumed as Scm. This value means the forehead of
shield body deviates from the axis of tunnel. From

the result of finite element simulation, it is able to
find that the rear tail deviates about 7cm towards the

opposite direction while the forehead of shield body
deviates towards the No.1 tube, i.e. “swinging tail”_
However as far as the pipe jacking is concerned, this
restrain function caused by continuous deformation
is very small because segments and the joints, which
can not transfer the moment, compose the tube
behind the shield body. ,
The radial moment of adjacent tube of typical
section is shown in Figure 6. The tube shown in the
figure is the existing tube (No.1). The working fage
of No.2 tube locates in the coordinate y-z, its
thrusting direction is the positive direction of X
coordinate axis in the figure.
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Figure 6. Radial moment chart of adjacent tube caused by
rectifying a deviation (kN-m/m)

Poor steering of the No.2 tube will lead the
existing tube to occur additional moment. The
maximum additional moment in any section of
No.ltube is related to the relative position of
working face of No.2 tube. There is a common law:
the absolute additional moment at four comers of
left. rightt up and down in any section of No.1
tube reaches the maximum value in the adjacent side
of No.2 tube; the top and bottom are smaller; the
moment in another side is minimum. Whilst the t
additional moments at two opposite points have the



same sign, and the additional moments of two
adjacent points have the opposite sign.

In hont of working _ face, the lateral pressure
coefficient of the adjacent tube increase because the
soil is pushed for the sake of steering. This causes
the radial additional moment to reach the maximum
absolute value in the section of x=lm, its value is
l14.9kN-m/m. With the increase of x, the maximum
additional moment reduces gradually and its
influence area isabout 2L in front of working face.

In the near scope behind the working face, the
soil is pushed due to the steering, the lateral pressure
coefficient of the adjacent tube increases, but the
value decrease gradually until the opposite direction
moment occurring. 'I Afier this area, steering will
cause the soil unloading; the lateral pressure
coefficient reduces and the additional moment
occurs. The influence area by unloading is Bom x=
8m to x=8m. The maximtun additional moment
arrives at the section of x=-3m, the value is
l93.2kN-m/m. p

At the section of 3L behind the working face, the
direction of the additional moment of No.-1 tube is
changed again. During the poor steering of the front
part of shield body, the steering jacks of No.2 tube
have an opposite force acting on the rear part. This
force is transmitted to the following _ segments
through the thrust, and causes them to move towards
the No.1 tube. The soil between two tubes is
pressured and the additional moments of No.1 tube
occur because of the decrease of the lateral pressure
coefficient. Its influence area is from 3L_ to 6L
behind working face. The maximum absolute value
of moment' occurs at the section of x=12m with the
;value of 39.2kN-m/m, that is smaller than the
maximum additional moment near the working face.

The calculated results show that the.poor steering
workmanship has az clearly effect on the adjacent
tube. The maximum additional moment reaches
'l93.2kN=m/m, which is much larger than the
allowable maximum value with 52.7kN-ni/m. The
result is based on one rectification with 20cm
extension length of jacks. So the poor steering
workmanship must be adjusted in a small range. In
addition, it is found that the extension length of jack
is proportional to the additional moment of No.1
tube. Therefore by back analysis, it can be obtained
that one adjustment of extension length of jacks
must be controlled with the range of less than Scm.

4.4 Influence analysis of all possible factors and
short discussions

As above mentioned, by the simulation of the
bulkhead pressure, over-cutting, grouting and poor
steering workma.nship, it is known that the influence
scope and extent of each factors in pipe 'jacking on
the existing parallel adjacent tube. However these
possible factors are not independent. They will play

a complicated key - influence on adjacent tube
together. Therefor it is necessary to analyze the
possible most disadvantageous combination of these
factors. Over-cutting will cause the reduction of
lateral pressure coefficient of adjacent tube; and poor
steering workmanship will result in that the lateral
pressure coefficient of adjacent tube decrease in a
certain area behind the working face. If the grouting
is not injected in time to fillthe void caused over
cutting, it is possible that the most disadvantageous
condition will occur while the range of rectification
is too large. Thereby, it is necessary to notice the
balance between over-cutting and grouting during
the rectification.

Here due to the limited paper, the complicated
calculation and analysis will be canceled.

For this real project, grout should be supplied in
time and try to make the gap between strata and tube
structure densely filled. And it is also important to
change grouting pressure in time and try to make it
equal to the water-earth pressure where the pipe lies.
If the grouting pressure is too less, closer strata will
move towards tube structure, and the strata,
especially the strata lying above and below the tube,
will directly contact with the tube. This will result in
greater liictional resistance to pipe jacking and the
circle moment of tube structure will distribute
irregularly, of which especially the maximal moment
may greatly increase. If the grouting pressure is too
bigger, the internal force of tunnel structure will
increase, and the strata will move in the direction
leaving the tube. It is disadvantageous for the
protection of engineering environment.

For closer double-holed round tube, too less
lateral pressure of one of them will make the closer
tunnel occur a large deformation at the same time
and will affect the safety of tube struct1u°e.

When over-cutting occurs in pipe jacking
construction, be sure to grout in time and supply
grout continually to improve the condition of closer
adjacent tube and ensure the safety. _

5 CONCLUSIONS

A 3D elastic finite element model was proposed
to simulate the influence of pipe jacking on an
existing adjacent tube. Though the calculation is
based on elastic analysis, some results, especially,
are helpful to guide the construction of pipe jacking.
Several main conclusions can be reached as below:

1) The bulkhead pressure will make the soil in
front of working face pressured and the lateral
pressure coefficient of adjacent tube increase.
Though the rear soil will be the state of unloading
and the lateral pressure coefficient decrease, the
influence extent is smaller.

2) Over-cutting will result in the adjacent tube
to move towards the adjacent tube and its underneath.
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And the lateral pressure coefficient will decrease due
to the unloading of lateral soil. Therefore' much
radial additional moment will be caused. In addition,
the over-cutting value _should be balanced with the
grouting.

3) ' Poor 'steering workmanship will arose an
extrusion action on the 'adjacent tube in the front of
working face and also make the rear tube unload in
certain area. The influence on adjacent tube caused
by unloading is larger than the influence caused by
thrust. Because the additional moment is sensitive to

steering workmanship,`it is essential to use the short
extension of steering jacks.

4) During the steering control, it is necessary to
notice the balance between over-cutting and grouting
and avoid too large effective- over-cutting. If the
grout is not injected in time to E11 the void caused by
over-cutting, it is possible that the most
disadvantageous situation will occur while the range
of steering is too large. `
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